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Abstract: For a long time one of the most bewildering conundrums of Indo-
European linguistics has been the issue of how to reconstruct the alignment
system of this ancient language state, given the lack of distinction between s
and o marking in the Proto-Indo-European neuter nouns and the problem of the
Hittite ergative. An additional complication stems from the existence of argument 10
structure constructions where the subject(-like) argument is case marked in a
different case than the nominative, like the accusative or the dative. Our aim with
the present article is to fill two needs with one deed and offer a unified account of
this century-long bone of contention. In contribution to the ongoing discussion
in the field, we claim that a semantic alignment system, in the terms of Donohue 15
& Wichmann (2008), might not only fit better with the morphological data that
are currently reconstructed for the ancestral language, but also with the existence
of non-canonically case-marked subjects in general (Barðdal, Bjarnadóttir, et al.
2013; Danesi, Johnson & Barðdal 2017).

Keywords: Proto-Indo-European, alignment systems, argument structure, non- 20
nominative subjects, morphophonology, ergativity

1 Introduction
The origin of non-canonical case marking of subjects in Indo-European has been
an issue of scholarly interest since Uhlenbeck’s (1901), van Wijk’s (1902), and
Pedersen’s (1907) first attempt to derive it from ergative alignment. Barðdal & 25
Eythórsson (2009) laid out six possible hypotheses on the emergence of non-
canonically case-marked subjects in the Indo-European languages, presenting
evidence against five of these hypotheses. They argue that the existence of verbs
and compositional predicates selecting for non-canonically case-marked subjects
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in the early Indo-European languages speaks for the assumption that alignment in 30
Proto-Indo-European was semantically based, consisting of an alignment system
corresponding to the Fluid-s type (cf. Dixon 1994). Although such a claim is sound
and in consonance with the attested case frames of the Indo-European languages,
Barðdal & Eythórsson’s (2009) analysis was only based on syntactic consideration
and not corroborated with morphological evidence, rooted in existing knowledge 35
of themorphology of the early Indo-European languages (Hittite, Vedic, Greek, etc.)
and their proto-stages. The goal of the present article is to remedy that shortcoming
and offer a hypothesis of the emergence of non-canonically case-marked subjects,
grounded in early Indo-European morphology.

The structure of this article is the following: We start out, in Section 2, with 40
an overview of earlier research on the alignment system of Proto-Indo-European.
We then introduce the concept of semantic alignment in Section 3 below and its
implications for the description of argument structure. After this, in Section 4, we
discuss the general developments in alignment that we assume must have taken
place before the breakup of the PIE dialectal unity. Subsequently, we show, in 45
Section 5, how the issue of non-canonical subjects fits into these general devel-
opments. Finally, in Section 6 we recapitulate our main findings and discuss the
implications of the model for future research.

2 Earlier research
The topic of Proto-Indo-European alignment has captivated the minds of Indo- 50
Europeanists for over a century now. Whereas initially hardly any scholar ques-
tioned whether one should reconstruct a nominative-accusative pattern for the
Proto-Indo-European ancestral language (cf. Delbrück 1893–1900), the first dis-
senting voice was heard in 1901 at Leiden University (cf. Krisch 2017). There the
traditional accusative alignment model was called into question by the Dutch 55
linguist C. C. Uhlenbeck, who suggested that an ergative-type system might have
preceded the later accusative systems of the daughter languages (Uhlenbeck 1901;
cf. Kortlandt 2009).

The data at issue within the traditional edifice of reconstructed PIE nominal
morphology are the following: the neuter stems (e.g. *dóru- ‘wood’) do not have a 60
separate case marking for the subject and the direct object (both being marked by
zero in consonant stems and *‑m in o-stems), whereas the masculine o-stems and
other non-neuter stems (e.g. *póti- m ‘lord, master’) regularly use an ending *‑s for
the subject and the ending *‑m for the direct object. Thus, in the neuter paradigm
of all PIE declination types, both the transitive subject (a) and the intransitive 65
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subject (s) of the verbal event are marked with the same ending as the direct object
(o or p), i.e. with zero in the PIE consonant stems and *‑m in the o-stems. With
a typological knowledge that was exceptional for his time, Uhlenbeck suggested
that this might be indicative of a language that had an alignment system different
from the one found in the later Indo-European daughter languages; he came to the 70
conclusion that Proto-Indo-European at some point must have had an alignment
system, now known as ergative, where animate nouns that were more likely to
be prototypical agents of verbal events were marked differently from inanimate
nouns that weremore likely to be non-agents. His suggestionwas that the transitive
subject of animate nouns (non-neuter) was marked by an “Aktivus” case in *‑s, 75
while the inanimate nouns had a zero-marked “Passivus” case. This case-marking
system can be illustrated by *póti- ‘lord, master’ as an example of an animate noun
and *dóru- ‘wood, lance’ as an example of an inanimate noun (see Table 1).

Table 1: Uhlenbeck’s classical proposal in modern terms

Uhlenbeck’s terminology typological terminology suffix example meaning

“Aktivus” or “Agens” agentive case/ergative -s *póti-s m ‘lord, master’
“Passivus” anti-agentive/absolutive -∅ *dóru-∅ n ‘wood, lance’

-m *h₂nér-m m ‘man’

Unbeknownst to Uhlenbeck, a corroborating piece of data that supports the pres-
ence of an a-gap for neuters was later uncovered in Hittite and the other Anatolian 80
languages. In Hittite, neuter nouns were marked with the same case (zero or -an)
when the noun fulfilled an s or o function, but a special ending -anzawas needed to
mark neuter nouns that expressed the a-relation (Garrett 1990). When we take into
account that the other IE languages also had no separate case form tomark neuters
in a-relation, we may assume that this is a trace of an older situation in which 85
PIE did not allow neuter agentive case-marking. Proto-Anatolian then may have
filled this gap by introducing a new ergative case built on an earlier -ant-formation
(Yakubovich 2011; Goedegebuure 2012; Lopuhaä forthc.). The Anatolian evidence
therefore seems to confirm Uhlenbeck’s suspicion about PIE nominal morphology
not reflecting a straightforward nominative-accusative system. 90

Uhlenbeck’s idea was expanded upon in the years that followed by scholars
such as van Wijk (1902), Pedersen (1907) and Vaillant (1936). However, an impor-
tant typological objection to the ergative hypothesis was articulated by Rumsey
(1987a; 1987b) who argued that an ergative alignment based on the case marking
patterns reconstructable for PIE would violate Silverstein’s (1976: 122) animacy 95
scale. According to this scale, referents higher in animacy are more likely to be
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coded according to an accusative system, while referents lower in animacy, like
inanimates, are more likely to follow an ergative system. Rumsey pointed out
that the ergative model of PIE alignment would not conform to crosslinguistic
typological patterns found in ergative and Split-s systems because the typological 100
expectation is that there should be an ergative marker with neuters and not with
non-neuters (cf. also Clackson 2007: 176–180).

For such typological reasons, Soviet/Russian linguists argued in the late sixties
that PIE had active-stative alignment with a case marking system depending on
animacy and agency features (Guxman 1967; Savčenko 1967; Tronskij 1967). This 105
model was adopted by scholars like Lehmann (1974), Klimov (1977), Gamkrelidze &
Ivanov (1995), Stempel (1998), Pooth (2004), Barðdal & Eythórsson (2009), whereas
Kortlandt (1983; 2002), Beekes (1985; 1995), Matasović (2011), and Willi (2018)
adhered to Pedersen’s ergative model. The most recent contribution to this debate
is the “proto-middle antipassive construction to neo-active shift hypothesis” (cf. 110
Pooth 2004; 2014; 2018b; Matasović 2011; Willi 2018: Ch. 9–10) which explores new
avenues of inquiry.1 We adopt this hypothesis in the following sections.

We sympathize with Matasović (2011) and Willi (2018) in their assessment that
Uhlenbeck has already offered the most plausible explanation for the paradig-
matic -s gap of neuters, namely that neuters were unable to take the agentive case 115
because they were categorically non-agentive. We argue, however, that this gap
is evidence for semantic alignment, instead of ergative alignment. Moreover, we
aim to capitalize on the recent developments in the literature (see Willi 2018) and
show how these can further our understanding of the prehistory of IE alignment.
In order to contribute to the debate, we provide our ownmodel of IE alignment evo- 120
lution which connects to the work of Pooth (2004; 2014; 2018b), Matasović (2011;
2013) and Willi (2018), thereby building upon much of what former scholarship
in IE linguistics and linguistic typology has already established. This model will
show how the data can be integrated in a novel way and, more importantly, how a
semantic alignment model for PIE might shed light on the hitherto ill-understood 125
origin of non-canonically case-marked subjects in Indo-European (Bauer 2000;
Barðdal & Eythórsson 2009; Dahl & Fedriani 2012).

We now continue to the concept of semantic alignment in the following sec-
tion before we lay out our view on the development of the Proto-Indo-European
alignment system in Section 4 below. 130

1 Cf. also Benedetti 2005: 96, fn. 3 on the possibility of an antipassive interpretation of Homeric
middle constructions of the type Trṓōn rhḗgnunto phálangas ‘they were breaking/sought to break
the battalions of the Trojans’ (Il. 13, 713).
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3 Semantic alignment
It is a well-known fact that the notion of canonical ergativity puts a focus on
syntactic transitivity and its categories ‘transitive subject’ (a = subject of a transitive
clause) and ‘intransitive subject’ (s = subject of an intransitive clause) (cf. Dixon
1994). The concept of ergativity refers to patterning in a language whereby the a is 135
distinguished from the s relation, and the s behaves like the o relation (o = object
of a transitive clause) (cf. Dixon 2010; Dixon 2012). In many languages, there are
“split” accusative and ergative patterns based on tense-aspect-mood-evidentiality
(TAME), or animacy or salience of the nominal referent. In other languages, the
difference in morphosyntactic alignment primarily resides in the s category, as 140
shown in ex. (1a–1b). However, there are also languages, where the respective case-
marking is role-dominated (in the sense of Foley & van Valin 1980) and depends
on the semantics of the verb or on the volition or intentionality of the event, as
shown in ex. (2a–2b), , where V is for the part of the word form that corresponds to
the verb in English. 145

(1) Split-s
Galela (North Halmahera, West Papuan, Indonesia)
a. no-

2sg.a-
sa

tagi
go
v

‘you are going’
b. ni-

2sg.p-
so

kiolo
be.asleep
v

150

‘you are asleep’ Creissels 2008: 142

(2) Fluid-s
Tabassaran (Lezgic, NE Caucasian, Dagestan)
a. aqun-

fall-
v

za
1sg.a
sa

‘I fell intentionally’ 155

b. aqun-
fall-
v

zu
1sg.p
so

‘I fell accidentally’ Arkadiev 2008: 109

Traditionally, these languages have been called Active, Active-Stative, Active-
Inactive or Split-s and Fluid-s languages (cf. Dixon 1994). Recently, scholars have
expounded the inaccuracies of this nomenclature, and Donohue & Wichmann 160
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(2008) propose to use the term semantic alignment instead in the case of lan-
guages where case marking is semantically driven. We follow Wichmann’s (2008)
and Coupe’s (2011; 2017) recent typology and therefore prefer the term semantic
alignment and semantically-motivated case marking rather than the terms Split-s,
Fluid-s or Active-Stative. However, for convenience sake, we continue using the 165
notations sa and so in our glosses in order to conform with the tradition in the
typological literature. It should be said that to our mind a distinction between an
agentive and anti-agentive case, which is very similar to Uhlenbeck’s terminology
from 1901, would be more appropriate.

Agentive vs. anti-agentive case marking can be illustrated with examples 170
from Mongsen Ao (Tibeto-Burman, Coupe 2007: 157). Here, volitionality and self-
motivation is a condition for the use of the agentive (agt) marker, whereas this
marker is omitted when the verbal event is in accordance with social expectations
and is thus motivated by a gradually lower degree of individual responsibility for
the individual’s action, as shown in ex. (3a–3b) below: 175

(3) a. ā-hə̄n
nrl-chicken

nə̄
agt

ā-tʃāk
nrl-paddy

tʃàʔ-ə̀ɹ-ùʔ
consume-prs-decl

‘The chicken are eating paddy (after having wilfully stolen it).’
b. ā-hə̄n

nrl-chicken
ā-tʃāk
nrl-paddy

tʃàʔ-ə̀ɹ-ùʔ
consume-prs-decl

‘The chicken are eating paddy (the paddy they have been fed).’
Coupe 2007: 157 180

To conclude this section, for our purposes we distinguish between the following
three broadly and ideally defined case and alignment types:
– accusative: a = s (nom) vs. o (acc);
– ergative: o = s (abs) vs. a (erg) (including a possible split sa vs. so);
– semantic: agent/agentive case (agt) vs. anti-agentive case. 185

Alignment of the third ideally defined type, the semantic type, is best construed as a
case systemmotivated by semantic contrasts, rather than being based on syntactic
transitivity and intransitivity (hence the category s) as in many languages.

4 Evolution of Indo-European alignment
As already outlined above, there is now an increasing number of supporters adher- 190
ing to an analysis involving a Split-s or an ergative system (cf. Kortlandt 1983; 2002;
Matasović 2011; Willi 2018). The traditional position that PIE was a language of the
accusative alignment type is steadily losing ground (see, however, Drinka 1999).
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Our starting point is that the later accusative system developed from a semantic
alignment system and we contend that it is this semantic alignment system that 195
is responsible for the rise of non-canonical subject marking in the IE daughter
languages. In order to sketch the evolution of the different alignment phases, the
following Early PIE construction types must be taken into account:
1. The proto-language had a two-participant construction in which the verb

was marked by athematic proto-active (act) endings. The agent was marked 200
by the agentive case (*‑s glossed agt, corresponding to the “ergative” in the
ergative model) and the patient was in the “anti-agentive” case (*‑∅, also
called absolutive here, glossed abs), as shown in ex. (4) below:

(4) transitive construction
*póti-s
lord-agt
a

*h₁ógʷʰi-∅
snake-abs
o

*gʷʰént
slay:3sg:act
v

205

‘The lord (intentionally) slew the snake.’

2. The proto-language also had one-participant constructions in which the verb
was coded either by athematic proto-active endings or proto-middle (detran-
sitive, glossed as dtr) marking. This one-clause participant (e.g. *póti- ‘lord,
master’) could be marked either by the agentive case or the anti-agentive (abs) 210
depending on agency features (cf. ex. (5–6) below). We use the traditional
gloss, abs, for anti-agentive here.

(5) intransitive construction with agentive and act
*póti-s
lord-agt
sa

*gʷémt
come:3sg:act
v

‘The lord came (intentionally).’ 215

(6) a. construction with abs and act
*séh₂ul-∅
sun-abs
so

*mért
vanish/die:3sg:act
v

‘The sun vanished.’
b. construction with abs and dtr

*póti-∅
lord-abs
so

*mr-ó
vanish/die-dtr:3sg
v

220

‘The lord died.’

Webelieve that at a later point the agentive ending *‑swas extended from the sa
argument (agent) to the so argument (cf. Pooth 2004), thereby giving rise to the
later nominative ending *‑s (similarly, Willi 2018 assumes that the “ergative”
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*‑s was extended to s). Such a generalization process presupposes that the 225
original function of the *‑s, expressing agency, had faded, so that the ending
*‑swas reanalyzed as a general subject marker. Generalization processes of
this kind are well known from historical linguistics, cf. the development of
do-support in English (Ard 1982) and the so-called Extended Accusative in
Late Latin (Cennamo 2009). 230

3. Moreover, the proto-language had a two-participant constructionwhich can be
termed “non-canonical antipassive construction” because it partially follows
the typical case-marking patterns of antipassives. The verb was marked for
proto-middle (detransitive) voice by -o- as given in ex. (7–9) below. The first
participant of these constructions could bemarked either by the agentive (agt) 235
or the anti-agentive (abs) depending on agency. An extended core argument
(e) could be added to the core, marked by the allative (glossed all, also called
“directive”) case in *‑m (cf. ex. (7a–7b) below). It was this form that was later
reanalyzed as accusative (cf. Haudry 1977: 155; Kortlandt 1983: 322) and gave
rise to accusative alignment of non-neuters (cf. Pooth 2004; Willi 2018). 240

(7) a. antipassive construction with sa and e = all
*diéu-s
skygod-agt
sa

*gʷʰén-o
strike-dtr:3sg
v

*póti-m
lord-all
e

‘The skygod was striking (lit. at) a/the lord.’
b. antipassive construction with so and e = all

*dóru-∅
wood-abs
so

*trh₁-ó
pierce-dtr:3sg
v

*póti-m
lord-all
e

245

‘The wood (lance) speared (lit. at) a/the lord.’

4. It is a distinct possibility that for experiencers, a locative case could be used as
an extended case (e) as well (cf. ex. (8a) below). Assuming that PIE had both,
this could have been a locative in *‑i or an ending-less locative, although this
would lead to a merger with the so argument which was likewise marked by 250
*‑∅. In the case of neuters, the use of the locative case or alternatively an instru-
mental case, might have been compulsory (see ex. (8b) below); a typologically
similar distribution of locative and dative triggered by the animate/inanimate
distinction in antipassive constructions is found in Yidiɲ (Australia, cf. Dixon
1977: 277). 255

(8) a. stimulus-experiencer construction with neuter sa and e = loc
*péh₂ur-∅
fire-abs
sa

*g̑us-ó
enjoy/please-dtr.3sg
v

*tuéi
2sg:loc
e

‘The fire pleased you.’
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b. construction with neuter e = loc
*póti-∅
lord-abs
so

*trh₁-ó
spear-dtr.3sg
v

*dóru-i
wood-loc
e

260

‘The lord was speared (at) by (the) wood.’

5. A discourse functional slot in the left periphery is reconstructable for PIE (cf.
Barðdal, Bjarnadóttir, et al. 2013; Keydana 2018) – and we assume that PIE
locative forms could occur in leftmost position due to pragmatic word order
principles similar to Greek (cf. Matić 2003). The reconstructed converse-lability 265
of the proto-middle form and the two alternating constructions in ex. (8a) and
(9a) are inferred from the respective converse-lability of the Vedic verb juṣ-
‘to enjoy, to please’ (cf. Pooth 2018a) and other types of lability of IE middle
forms (see Table 2; cf. Pooth 2014). The comparative evidence suggests that
PIE allowed such alternating constructions (cf. Barðdal 2001; Eythórsson & 270
Barðdal 2005; Barðdal, Eythórsson & Dewey 2014). In our model, the two
participants of the constructions given in ex. (8a) and (7a–7b) could thus also
occur with the locative and the *m-case in the leftmost position (cf. ex. (8a) ~
(9a) and ex. (7a–7b) ~ (9b)).

(9) a. experiencer-stimulus construction with loc and abs 275
*tuéi
2sg:loc
e

*g̑us-ó
enjoy/please-dtr.3sg
v

*péh₂ur-∅
fire-abs
s

‘You enjoy the fire.’
b. experiencer construction with all and abs

*póti-m
lord-all
e

*tép-o
burn-dtr.3sg
v

‘The lord is/was suffering.’ 280

It is implied that the absolutive becomes nominative in constructions like (9a);
the emergence of IE case frames with dat-nom can thus be explained.

Table 2: IE forms from PIE *kʷieu- ‘to move’ (cf. Pooth 2014: 226–231)

intransitive transitive

Vedic cyávante < *‑ontoi cyavanta < *‑onto
Avestan š́auua < *‑e °š́auuat ̰ < *‑et
Old Arm. c‘̌ogan < *‑nto š́auuaitē < *‑ntoi
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According to the general outline (cf. also Willi 2018), the antipassive con-
struction, in which the verb was marked by proto-middle endings, was then
reanalyzed as a new active construction and gave rise to the development 285
of active endings from proto-middle endings, whereas other forms (e.g. *‑to
etc.) remained middle. Hence, PIE semantic alignment and the “proto-middle
to neo-active shift” can be considered as being two sides of the same coin,
as the change in alignment can motivate the rise of the *h₂e(i)-conjugation
and the thematic conjugation (cf. Pooth 2018b). Pooth (2014) argues that a 290
tantalizing trace of this situation is present in Indo-Iranian (see Table 2). The
lability of proto-middle forms is preserved by several Vedic middle verb forms,
thereby providing corroborating evidence for this aspect of the “semantic
alignment hypothesis”. Similar allomorphic pairs can be gleaned from other
IE languages. 295

5 Oblique subject constructions
We believe that the semantic alignment phase of Proto-Indo-European does not
only account for the later accusative system (cf. Pooth 2004; 2014; 2018b) but
was also retained to some extent and motivated the genesis of oblique subject
constructions in the Indo-European languages. Whereas some scholars working 300
in the ergative alignment model of PIE would downplay the significance of non-
canonical subject marking for the prehistory of IE alignment (e.g. Matasović 2011),
we followPedersen (1907: 134–148), Kortlandt (1983: 321), Bauer (2000) andBarðdal
& Eythórsson (2009; 2012b) who assert that oblique subject constructions should
be viewed as important relics, pointing towards the existence of such constructions 305
in the proto-language. Indeed, Barðdal & Eythórsson (2012a) and Dunn et al. (2017)
show on the basis of lexico-syntactic matches that non-canonically case-marked
subjects must be reconstructed for Proto-Germanic, whereas Barðdal, Bjarnadóttir,
et al. (2013), Barðdal & Smitherman (2013) and Danesi, Johnson & Barðdal (2017)
make the same claim for Proto-Indo-European. 310

It should be noted that Kortlandt (1983: 321) regards the use of non-canonically
case-marked subjects as a remnant of experiencer marking of thematic verbs,
which is a decidedly different position from ours. We argue, in contrast, that one
type of non-canonically case-marked subjects straightforwardly continued the
experiencer constructions given in ex. (9a) and (9b) above – and that another 315
type originated in clauses where the absolutive case initially marked the so of
a proto-middle or proto-active verb, as given in ex. (6a–6b) above. The use of
non-canonical subjects in the IE daughter languages would therefore simply be a
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retention and an analogical extension of the experiencer marking of Early PIE in
general. 320

In order to substantiate how this retention and analogical extension took
place, we now present a sketch of how the oblique subject construction fits into
the alignment system described above. As outlined in Section 4, we assume that
non-volitional experiencers were coded by the allative (“directive”) case *‑m or
the locative case *‑i, whereas volitional experiencers were marked by the agentive 325
case (“ergative”). When the antipassive was otherwise reanalyzed as the new
transitive construction and the case in *‑m became a new accusative, traces of the
old experiencer construction, as shown in ex. (9b) above, simply survived. In other
words, with the change in alignment system from semantic to an accusative system,
the animate non-volitional experiencer further underwent three developments: (a) 330
it acquired the new nominative case in *‑s, a continuation of the old agentive *‑s
which originally was reserved for volitional animate agents; (b) it kept its original
argument marking in allative *‑m and locative *‑i; (c) it acquired a new dative *‑ei
marking, preserving the original oblique pattern.

The two latter strategies, which avoided the extension of agentive *‑s, might 335
be viewed as case marking strategies that stressed the non-agentivity of the ex-
periencer with regard to the verbal event. Subsequently, the absolutive case *‑∅
in these constructions was replaced with the new accusative case in *‑m or the
experiential locative case in *‑i in some instances. Therefore initially, this Late PIE
non-canonical subject construction would only have included instances with a 340
fossilized experiencer in *‑m or *‑i, but later on this may have been expanded to
include the new Indo-European dative-benefactive case in *‑ei.

In this way, a well-established non-canonical subject construction in Proto-
Germanic like *þana þursjidi ‘this one is thirsty’ might originally continue (a)
either a PIE intransitive construction with the absolutive case of the demonstrative 345
*tó which later got extended with the new accusative ending *‑m or (b) a PIE
experiencer construction in *‑m, see Table 3.

Table 3: The origin of the Proto-Germanic accusative subject construction (schematic)

Early PIE > Late PIE > Proto-Germanic

*tó(-m)a *trsi-̯ó *tó-m *tr̥seh₁/i-̯eti *þana *þursjidi
dem(-all) dry-dtr.3sg this-acc thirst-act.3sg dem.acc.sg thirst-prs.3sg
so(-exp) v obl.sbj v obl.sbj v
‘That one is dry (inside).’ ‘This one is (or gets) thirsty.’ ‘This one is (or gets) thirsty.’
a Depending on whether s was experiencer or patient.
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Interestingly enough, Vedic Sanskrit may have preserved a PIE experiencer con-
struction with *‑mmarking of the subject in an isolated and therefore probably
archaic phrase kitaváṃ tatāpa as found in ex. (10): 350

(10) Vedic
stríyaṃ
wife.acc

dr̥ṣṭvā́ya
see.cvb

kitaváṃ
gambler.acc

tatāpa
burn:3sg.prf.ind.act

‘Having seen (his) wife, the gambler suffered.’ RV X 34.11

On the assumption that this attestation is genuinely old, kitaváṃ tatāpa may
be regarded as a continuation of the oblique subject construction, which itself 355
continues the experiencer construction given in ex. (9b) above, see Table 4.

Table 4: A possible relic of the one-participant experiencer construction in Vedic (schematic)

Early PIE ~ Late PIE > Vedic

*póti-m *tép-o *póti-m *tetópe kitavá-ma tatāpa
lord-all burn-dtr:3sg lord-acc burn:prf.3sg gambler-acc.sg burn:prf.3sg
exp v obl.sbj v obl.sbj v
‘The lord (exp) was burning.’ ‘The lord has suffered.’ ‘The gambler suffered.’
a With ‘gambler’ instead of ‘lord’.

Table 5: The origin of the IE accusative subject construction with 3sg active verb form

Early PIE > Late PIE ~ Late PIE
(NOM subject) (variant with ACC subject)

*póti-∅ *dért *póti-s *dér-t *póti-m *stérg̑ʰ-t
lord-abs split:act:3sg lord-nom Split-act.3sg lord-acc.sg smash-act.3sg
so v nom v acc.sbj v
‘The lord got torn apart
(e.g. from fear).’

‘The lord got torn apart
(e.g. from fear).’

‘The lord got smashed (by
sickness) > got ill.’

We now return to the second (proto-active) source for non-canonical subjects, see
ex. (8a) above. We argue that part of the IE non-canonical subjects originate in
intransitive clauses where PIE had original anti-agentive-marking of the undergoer
(so) with a proto-active 3sg indexed for a natural force as cause, as given in ex. (6a), 360
see Table 5. The use of non-canonical accusative subjects with 3sg active forms con-
tinuing 3sg forms of the athematic type, e.g. *stérg̑ʰ-t in the IE daughter languages
would therefore be an analogical -m- extension of the so anti-agentive-marking
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of Early PIE. We thus reconstruct the constructions given in Table 5 including a
third singular form of a verb *der- ‘to split, tear, shatter, skin (a tree)’ and likewise 365
with a similar verb *sterg̑ʰ- ‘to smash; be shamed by a natural force’ (cf. LIV²: s.v.
*sterg̑ʰ-).

Again, both constructions are found in IE languages.Hittitemayhavepreserved
the variant with acc subject (i.e. the one given in the rightmost column above),
whereas Vedic shows regular nom subject markingwith a verb of the same category 370
and from the same semantic field, e.g. dárt (< *dért), as shown in ex. (11–12) below:

(11) Hittite
m]ān
ptcl

antuḫšan
man.acc

SAG.DU-ŠU
head-his

ištara[k-zi]
ail/be.ill-3sg.prs.ind.act

n=an
ptcl=3sg.acc

naššu
or.else

apeniššan
likewise

išta[r]ak-zi
ail/be.ill-3sg.prs.ind.act

‘If a man, his head, is sick or if he is likewise sick.’ KUB 8.36 ii 12–13 375

(12) Vedic
bhiyás-ā
fear-ins

áparo
rear:nom

dár-t
tear/shatter-3sg.aor.inj.act

‘The rear (sc. division) shattered from fear.’ RV VI 27.5d

If the attestation (11) in Hittite is old, it may be a continuation of the late PIE oblique
subject construction. Thus, it is likely that the older zero-marking was remodeled 380
to acc, not to regular nom, in such cases while presumably being accompanied by
a regular nominative subject construction in Late PIE as its variant.

The above-mentioned non-canonically case-marked subject constructions
may have survived in a few relic attestations in Vedic Sanskrit and Indo-Iranian
in general, while being more numerously attested in Greek, Germanic and Balto- 385
Slavic. Later instances of the construction which can also arise independently in
accusative alignment languages, will of course have added to the construction’s
continued productivity (cf. Matasović 2011: 5; 2013). Here we would like to stress
the point that not every predicate selecting for a non-canonically case-marked
subject in the IE daughter languages necessarily continues such Late PIE predicate- 390
specific oblique subject constructions, although the schematic constructions, the
patterns, are inherited. It is also self-evident that the language branches must have
been perfectly capable of creating new instances, i.e. new types, of oblique subject
constructions; and the need for conceptual metaphors involving psych verbs might
have contributed to their continuous use (cf. Johnson et al. forthc.). We are merely 395
stating that the model on which some of these predicate-specific constructions
were based hearkens back to the PIE proto-language.
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6 Summary and conclusions
For the past decades, a general assumption in the field of Indo-European syntax
has been that the alignment of Proto-Indo-European must have been ergative- 400
absolutive, rather than nominative-accusative. However, a reconstruction of the
case morphology of Proto-Indo-European corroborates neither of the two analy-
ses. Instead, it suggests a Fluid-s system where case marking was semantically
driven and the case marking of one-participant clauses was motivated by semantic
factors such as whether the referent had an agent role or not. We have laid out 405
the morphological details of the reconstructed semantic alignment stage of Proto-
Indo-European where an antipassive-like construction played a key role for the
development from semantic alignment to the attested accusative system found in
the Indo-European daughter languages today. This antipassive-like construction
was reanalyzed as a transitive construction and the earlier agentive *‑s marker 410
was generalized into a subject marker, irrespective of the semantics of the subject
referent, yielding an accusative system. As a part of this general process we have
identified the Early PIE proto-constructions that have developed into the attested
accusative and dative subject constructions, respectively. The first one involves the
older *‑m allative-marking of non-neuters which also developed into the accusative 415
object marker. Through the construction with the *‑m or the zero-marking on sub-
jects of one-participant clauses with proto-middle and proto-active marking on the
verb, respectively, the accusative subject construction emerged. Out of experiencer
constructions involving the old locative ending *‑i, one sub-construction of the
dative subject construction arose, e.g. the dat-nom construction. 420

To conclude, we have presented an attempt to elucidate how non-canonical
case marking of subjects are in line within the most recent discussions on PIE
alignment. Our aim has been to show how a Fluid-s or semantic alignment model
for the Proto-Indo-European language may aptly explain the presence of archaic
instances of non-canonical subject marking in the ancient IE languages. Although 425
some instances of non-canonical subject marking may be relatively young, as is
argued for Latin by Matasović (2011; 2013) and for Hittite by Hoffner & Melchert
(2008), this does not necessarily entail that non-canonically case-marked subject
constructions should be considered an innovation which affected the daughter
languages separately. Instead, we have argued that non-canonical case marking of 430
subjects is a relic of the semantically-marked experiencer and undergoer role. Later,
the separate daughter languages may have added new predicate-specific oblique
subject constructions to these already existing schematic patterns. We therefore
believe it worthwhile to reevaluate the evidence from Latin and Hittite with regard
to non-canonically case-marked subjects, since fossils of the old PIE intransitive 435
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construction may yet be found there. Also, the exact relationship between non-
canonically case-marked subjects and PIE labile verbs and the proto-middle voice
category (cf. Pooth 2014), should be explored in full. These questions deserve
further research and we will return to these in future publications.
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